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Hook
Where did it go? Where can i find it?
Don't even listen to the radio.
Its like nobody tries, that's why nobody buys anymore.
Is it still in the stores let me know, where did the music
go?

James Verse 1:

Its a revolution, CHANGE gonna come soon.
I'm about to change the whole weather no monsoon.
Started as a kid, steady headed to the top.
And now even red lights couldn't make me stop.
C'mon, take a look into my eyes.
I never felt rappers like I've been paralyzed.
No I don't skate. but I am staying on my grind.
No I am not flava but I know it is my time!
Still at it, looking at the attic.
Waiting on the green like I am stuck in the traffic.
Pass me the shades, my future is looking bright
My heart is on the left, but i know its right
Hope you're not offended, this is not the ending
Hope you get the picture, the message that I'm
sending
I play deaf to the artist tryna sell
meanwhile I ask myself...

[Hook]

[2nd Verse Keith]:

I do it for the people, my generation.
tryin to make it out, I'm stuck in a basement.
Waitin for the day when they put me on the shelf, but i
can never do it by myself.
I'm just something that people can't deny!
I'm just something opposite from a lie.
I know i gotta try, and give them what they need.
Still the last one, but soon i'm about to lead.
Please don't close this path that we choosing.
You can feel the CHANGE, coming through the music.
And all i need is one mic, all i need is one beat,
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no global warming, but im bringing out the sun heat .
I hope you not offended, this is not the ending.
Hope you get the picture, the msg that I'm sending.
I'm looking for a path, all i got is raps, when i listen to
the radio this is what i ask.......yeah

[Hook]

[3rd Verse Chris Lee]:

Where did all the music go?
You can buy the instrumental, but you cant buy soul.
You can buy words, but cant make them flow.
That's why i cant even listen to the radio.
And i know im not alone. i can hear people crying all
across the globe.
In one voice and one quote saying "Where Did The
Music Go?"
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